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THE STORY OF (MACRO) EVOLUTION AND 

OTHER FAIRY TALES 

 

What is our next, probably the last picture if we not careful…? 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

TO DISCUSS AND UNPACK A MIRACLE “PROCESS/SOMETHING/SOMEONE” THAT HAS 

POSITIVELY IMPACTED/IMPROVED ALL LIVING THINGS.  THE SHEER GENIUS, 

MAGNIFICENT COMPLEXITY, FINE BALANCE AND DETAILED INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 

ALL LIVING THINGS, HIGHLIGHTS THE EXTREME SUPERIORITY TO HUMANS AND 

ANIMALS.  
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1) LONG LONG TIME AGO  

A long long time ago there was a Prince and Princess who was perfect and lived happily ever after…. 

Sorry, this is a different kind of fairy tale with many of its own miracles. Let us start over:  A long long time 

ago there was apparently NOTHING.  Nothing means not even empty space, no time as the 4th dimension, 

no 3 dimensional matter/material, no energy, no light, no darkness, no temperature, no colour, no 

evolution, no fairy tales, no princes or princesses, no consciousness, not even a single atom, just plain 

nothing.  Hard to imagine the concept of “nothing” or “nothingness”!.  It is like you trying to remember 

what you did 500 years ago or me telling you that there is a map in this paragraph showing you the 

directions to a treasure of Trillions of gold bars hidden in your car?   

And then… Then there was apparently movement and a huge BANG or BOUNCE or… (the scientists are still 

trying to figure this one out). 

Many believe that virtual and strange particles started popping into existence (probably from another 

dimension or universe which may also have started from “nothing”…), but they disappeared in a flash due 

to their anti-particle twin, called “anti-matter”, annihilating them, BUT something amazing happened.  Now 

and then, the twin anti-matter failed to pitch up and the poor matter (particle) was left all alone in our yet 

non-existent universe!  Not to worry, others joined and soon the particle was no longer alone.  More and 

more joined and they were so “scared” to be in this void, that they clumped together as tightly as they 

could (gravity as one of the fundamental forces was not yet in place?) and more and more joined them.  

They were so squashed together that they appeared as one, or put otherwise, they appeared Single (let us 

call them a “Singularity”).  They were packed together so dense that they were similar to a black hole.  All 

these particles squashed together had the 4 known Forces unified, but they apparently could no longer 

handle the squash-up, so in a mighty flash, they repelled and exploded as a Big Bang!  Ok, there are a 

few other theories how everything started that the scientists are battling with, but let us go with the above 

one for now.  By the way, “Mr” Evolution is not yet considered by scientists as a contributor to this process.  

 

2) THE SUBSEQUENT PHASE 

So these poor strange particles flew apart with so much energy that they were almost burnt beyond 

recognition.  In fact, the heat and energy caused them to transform into the particles and matter we know 

today.  As they expanded and flew through empty space, they later tried to get back together again (Gravity 

as one of the Forces, was the main contributor), but since they were spread out over a vast area, only a few 

gazillion managed to clump together at a time to form gas clouds.  Some clouds got further squashed and 

as they got closer and closer, the heat and energy increased causing them to ignite via nuclear fusion as a 

burning star, while some were not big enough to catch fire and remained a ball of gas like Jupiter, while 

other smaller clumps formed like earth via accretion.   
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Then more miracles happened, as all these stars, gas planets and rocky planets flew around and about, 

some got caught up in each other’s gravity and remained companions, just like our solar system.  Scientists 

theorise that there must have been an asteroid carrying water (not sure how the water got there in the first 

place or how the water did not evaporate or got blown off due to the asteroid’s weaker gravity and 

atmosphere, but let us stick with the story).  This asteroid then crashed into earth and spilled all its water 

onto earth, how clumsy and convenient!  

 

Earth was thus now a mix of rock, gas, water and other chemicals and “unstable”, so experienced volcanic 

eruptions that helped mix all the chemicals, so guess what, this mix was apparently an ideal “soup” for life, 

so another miracle took place!  Apparently this “soup” of chemicals or hydrothermal vents under water was 

so ideal that cell membranes from the particles formed and somehow become “alive”! (perhaps they 

received Cardioversion when lightning struck or there was some other miracle like what happened to 

Pinocchio or Frankenstein ).  But wait, these cell membranes found a way to duplicate (Frankenstein could 

fortunately not also do this) and duplicate and duplicate and later on, there was a mountain of living cell 

membranes (the poor guys at the bottom probably got squashed and the ones at the outer layer got 

sunburn).  I wonder how they stayed “alive”, perhaps they kept on drinking the “soup”…? 
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Ok, I am going off the point here, but you must admit the above events sound like a number of 

miracles upon miracles (it is not a fairy tale, as these things really happened, apparently…). . 

Technically, nothing that exists today should have existed, not even one star or one atom!  But wait, 

there is more!  These cells started to form in different combinations and a great “split” started 

happening (perhaps each one decided to try a different formula to see what they could develop into, 

to become the best they can be).  Below is an illustration of the great split from the bottom up: 
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3) NOW THE MIRRACLE “MR” EVOLUTION’S TURN 

This is where that strange something called Evolution comes in! (let us give it personality and call it 

“Mr” Evolution from here on).  It is still not sure if it is from another dimension, but apparently it 

took control and guided all to become the best they can become.  You see, this probably happened: 

 The brainless membranes were able to realise that there are many possible directions they 

could “evolve” into (Ok, it was actually “Mr” Evolution); 

 Since there were many of them, they probably had a “brainless meeting” and decided each 

should develop in their own direction via different combinations of atoms (wow, they could 

manipulate atoms, no, it was probably “Mr” Evolution again) to see what happens and what 

they could become.  At that “meeting” they also decided to help/support each other to 

maintain a balance in nature (little did they know that some would need to sacrifice 

themselves for the other, like plants becoming food for animals, insects becoming food for 

birds and animals and plants becoming food for Humans).  This actually did not make sense, as 

“survival of the fittest” (Evolution) means nobody would be prepared to sacrifice themselves?  

 So off they went and evolved into something different by combining atoms in different 

sequences to become the best they could become (still initially with no brains).  This process 

of evolving was so ingenious that it was able to consider the environment and anticipate how 

it would be changing in future to adapt and improve as they went along. 

 Initially there was a problem, because each one within a specie was an exact duplicate of its 

predecessor due to the duplication, so animals, insects, plants, trees and even the ½ humans 

looked alike and smelled the same and this caused chaos for everybody.  They had no way of 

fixing this problem and they actually did not really realise what the problem was 

(unconsciously incompetent), they were just confused and something seemed wrong?  “Mr” 

Evolution in his/her genius realised the problem and stepped in.  “Mr” Supernatural Evolution 

went back to the drawing board and developed hardware code (like dipswitches) to create 

DNA (this was a shockingly difficult task, because it needed around 3 200 000 000 of them to 

solve this challenge). It further had to ensure that most DNA code remain the same, but with 

slight changes for the off-spring to look and smell differently for their parents and future 

mates.  The same looking trees were also boring, so “Mr” Evolution even helped the brainless 

trees develop differently, not for themselves, but for man and “Mr” Evolution.   

 It was survival of the “fittest”, so the weak ones died sooner and only the strong survived, but 

this evolving process was too slow for new ones to start all over again,  a shortcut was 

needed!  “Mr” Evolution was very cleaver (remember the early animals, fish and birds 

probably had almost no brains not to talk about the poor brainless plants and trees, so there 

was no way they could devise a shortcut).  This “shortcut” was to develop eggs/seeds to re-

produce a baby (copy) of the evolved specie in a very very short period of time and build on 

that.  This was a Brilliant idea, evolution speeded up millions of times!  This “Mr” Evolution 

was a real genius, even Man would not have been able to “create” eggs/seeds for every living 

thing.  “Mr” Evolution was like a god… 
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 As each specie evolved, many wanted to consume the other, so a plan was needed to put 

some level of protection in place and not to make it too easy for a predator.  Since 

plants/trees were “braindead” (is that why some are called “vegetables”?), they should have 

actually died out due to the animals, insects and humans consuming them, but they somehow 

survived! (perhaps the animals and insects saw that the plants were getting less and less and 

decided (not man) to go on a diet or hunger strike).   

 

Excuse the pun, but divine intervention was needed!  “Mr” Evolution once more took control 

and helped create a balance in nature, despite “survival of the fittest”, because ““Mr” 

Evolution” saw deeper (the bigger picture) that each specie needed the other and that was 

the only way to ensure all survive (once more, how clever and thoughtful of “Mr” Evolution).  

So “Mr” Evolution helped some of the Brainless plants and trees to develop: 

o Poisons  

o Thorns 

o A bad taste 

o Leaves that looked like insect eggs 

o Growing in difficult to reach places 

o Growing very tall, so difficult to reach 

It however did not stop there, because not only plants, but animals, fish, birds and insects 

(with their limited brain power), also needed “Mr” Evolution’s divine intervention to protect 

them (I can write a book or two on all these interventions, but this is not the purpose of this 

article).  

 Some species stayed behind in the watery “soup” and became what we refer to as fish today 

and “Mr” Evolution also helped them protect themselves from others.  An example: the 

Octopus became a hot dish and was dying out, so they did not have the ability to take action, 

but the superior “Mr” Evolution did.  “Mr” Evolution decided to give poor Octopus more than 
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one defence mechanism and “blessed it” with the ability to camouflage, squirt water for fast 

acceleration and make the miracle ink.  Excuse the pun, but there is just no way in “hell” that 

an Octopus with its limited small 3 brains could work out a formula for ink, produce it in its 

internal “body lab” and start using it effectively, never mind changing is skin colour in a flash.  

External help was needed to save the day (“Mr” Evolution starts sounding more and more like 

God…?). 

 O, in the beginning, the bunch of cell membranes had no senses other than touch, but “Mr” 

Evolution could “see” what they were missing, so helped many to develop eyes (even thinking 

further by giving them two eyes for 3D vision), a mouth, ears and brains (all miracles on their 

own).  Some looked up at the skies and dreamt of flying! (not really, no small future birdbrain 

could imagine it, but luckily “Mr” Evolution was there to envision this).  

 
Those that “wanted to fly” had to realise that air has molecules (only discovered by superior 

man Millions of years later), so wings could create lift, but weight was an issue, so lightweight 

bones and meat/muscle was needed yet with enough strength for moving future wings.  Since 

a poor “small brain” wannabe “bird” could not just grow/develop wings, change their bone 

structure and meat/muscle density for weight reduction and then start growing those 

complex feathers, “Mr” Evolution was again needed to come to the rescue. 

 “Mr” Evolution was so superior, that it had the ability to also anticipate changes to the 

environment and how it would impact each specie in future, so micro or slow evolution was 

necessary as well to adapt slowly to small changes. 

. 
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4) “MR” EVOLUTION’S “ACCOMPLICES” 

So all the animals, insects, birds and plants were very happy with “Mr” Evolution (well they could not really 

link what was happening to them to Evolution, but let us leave that for now), but they did not want to stay 

near the water forever, so they once again had to turned to “Mr” Evolution for help (let us stick to this 

story) and asked “Mr” Evolution to transfer the water.  “Mr” Evolution had an accomplice, so asked a 

specialist who we think it was female.  So “Mr” Evolution asked (Mother) Nature to bring rain.  By the way, 

(Mother) Nature has also been responsible for many other things.  Things were getting into a perfect 

balance, but to ensure things do not fall apart, (Mother) Nature was forced to set up rules and called them 

the “Rules of Nature” at Macro level (no need for these rules at Quantum Level…).   

Then there was “Mr” Evolution’s “cousin”, called “Instinct” who also does wonders.  This cousin is 

apparently buried deep inside each living thing’s DNA and scientists can still not find this very illusive 

character?  What does he/she look like?  Is it a “he” or a “she”?  Where does it come from?  Why did it 

decide to come help out?  What advantages/rewards are there for him/her?   

 

5) OTHER FAVOURS  

So all living beings (those breathing and with a hart-beat) had a few other problems and needed special 

attention from Evolution.  The first few days, every living thing had to stay awake and could not afford to 

sleep, because if they fell asleep, they stopped breathing and their hearts stopped beating, because they 

had to keep on concentrating on them.  They therefore wanted “Mr” Evolution to ensure that they could 

carry on breathing while asleep and their hearts kept on beating while asleep and while not even thinking 

of it.  There were also many other favours needed, like asking “Mr” Evolution to make sure that if they are 

cut, they would not bleed out, if a bone is broken, it would heal automatically, if man and animals kept on 

breathing, all oxygen would deplete,  so needed something else to put oxygen back and many other 

“favours”.  Each one of these were a miracle on its own, but it was no problem for “Mr” Evolution and 

“Mother” nature to address. 

There were also other very very small things that evolved, actually so small that no living thing including 

man, knew about them or could see them until only recently (discovered by man only about 120 years 

ago)!  Since no living thing knew or could see these things, there was no way that they could even start 

planning a way of “self-defence”! It is similar to when the car of a 100 year old lady breaks down due to its 

electronic system, but she has NO clue of any electronics, nor even thinks of the electronic system and 

cannot even see the programming code, then there is NO way she would be able to do a diagnostic test, 

identify the electronic issues and solve the problem.  Yes, these very very small things were around 200 

Nano meters in size.  For those that do not know what size this is, well, 1 Million Nano Meter things will fit 

into a small Millimetre or within the thickness of this “I”.  It is actually not really possible to comprehend 

how small this is.  It is like someone wearing a thick face mask believing they safe, but the gaps between 

the material in Nano meters are like huge open garage doors allowing someone to walk in easily.  There 

was thus NO way that any living thing knew about these or could have “developed” self-defence, so “Mr” 
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Evolution had to once more step in and help.  These very very small things were Viruses and Bacteria.  “Mr” 

Evolution could not only realise and see these things, but was brilliant enough to also develop a way for 

living breathing things to get an “army” of defence mechanisms via White Blood- and T-Cells.  These cells 

had no brains, no eye sight, no fists, no Karate training, but were “programmed” to know exactly what to 

do and could work independently (without breathing things needing to think of them like thinking of 

moving a muscle).  They work in our bodies today in their Billions to intercept, fight and kill Viruses and 

unwanted bacteria, they know which are which, they know which to fight how, so even without a brain and 

Micro small, they have memory and there was no way that any living breathing thing could have developed 

these from the beginning!  It was only via divine intervention and design that this could take place…  

 

6) FINISHING TOUCHES AND FOR FUN 

So our dull grey birds were a combination of different sizes, forms, sounds and smell, so no problem for the 

bird species and they were happy to continue like that… (they did not know better). However, there was 

one super intelligent bird, even though it had quite a small brain, it had the same intelligence as man.  Let 

us call it “Super Bird” (is it a Plane, is it Superman, no, it is Super Bird), although it was not from a different 

planet.  It was perched on a branch when it looked up and saw the blue sky and looked down and saw the 

green trees and though to itself, “why can we not also have two colours”?  It started planning and wishing a 

two colour change, but with no luck.  Its feathers would just not change? (just like man with say White hair 

wanting Red hair, but unable to change it automatically, unless using Red dye).  With its super intelligence, 

there was just no way that it could change its colours to have blue and green feathers by thinking off it or 

wishing it.  “Mr” Evolution fortunately stepped in and was not satisfied with just Blue and Green, but 

decided to colour His creation with perfect planned symmetry (by the way, there was no “super bird” or 

insect or fish or plant that even though or knew of colour or what shapes it wanted!).  See next page.  

O, and “Mr” Evolution also created many many other things just for fun, like a snowflake, each with a 

unique shape, but not only that here is the big catch:  “each with a PERFECT symmetrical shape that says 

like that while falling through the sky, bumping into other flakes, being hit by raindrops, blown around by 

the wind, crashing into trees and other things, yet they stay PERFECT symmetrical…?  Total amazing…! So 

amazing, that it is actually impossible, so just another Miracle divine intervention “hidden” in nature!   

Under a Microscope 

Source: https://www.teddyfeed.com/trending/super-magnified-things-are-weird/ 
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7) EVOLUTION AND MAN 

 https://humanorigins.si.edu/ 

Ok, so one group of the branching-off-duplicating-cells managed to (by another miracle) develop 

(with the help of “Mr” Evolution) into an extremely extremely complex human being (explaining how 

complex humans really are, will take an encyclopaedia), so “Mr” Evolution was a superior genius!.  

Now this is where “Mr” Evolution confuses me!?  Man has always wanted to fly and Man has been 

wanting to do other things like staying under water for long periods, have three or more arms to 

perform many duties at once, perhaps have kangaroo hind-legs for jumping or Cheetah legs for 

speed and to ensure longer life and survival of the fittest, develop 3 or more hearts, lungs and other 

organs as back-up.  Woman could have developed 3 wombs and 6 breasts to have at least 6 children 

at a time (sorry ladies) and ensure humans multiply at a better rate.  Humans with better brains 

were actually the only real species capable of wanting changes and evolving or at least 

communicating with “Mr” Evolution for radical change.  However, humans have not developed these 

abilities, now what?   

Is “evolution” for real or is there a superior being capable of deciding what is best for all?  If 

evolution was natural, then why has man not evolved in something super human with extreme 

abilities by now to really dominate the world and ensure longer survival? (able to fly, run faster than 

a cheetah, swim and stay under water for hours, jump up mountains, breed many offspring for 

better chance of survival and do many other things).  By the way, with natural evolution, humans are 

not supposed to care for the weak and sick, they must die, as it is survival of the fittest, but this is 

not taking place? 

Perhaps evolution is unnatural with a mind and Free Will of its own and the ability to decide what is 

best for all of us and nature? 

Let me repeat this important statement: 

Perhaps evolution is unnatural with a mind and Free Will of its own and the 

ability to decide what is best for all of us and nature? 
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8) SO WHO OR WHAT IS “MR” EVOLUTION? 

If I look at the above process, let us apply LOGIC and conclude that: 

 There was no way at all that trees and plants with NO Brains could have develop thorns, bad 

taste, poisons and other things to protect themselves; 

 There was no way at all that animals, insects, birds and fish with extreme small brains could 

develop things like camouflage, poison, eyes, hearing, speed, etc… on their own by somehow 

just thinking or arguing the need for them and identifying the best design for themselves and 

then just “growing those” internally;   

 There is also no way man could have developed all his/her senses and current abilities 

including very complex brains, if they still do not really understand how their brains work in 

the first place; 

 Based on fossil evidence, evolution did take place, so “Evolution” must have been present 

 “Mr” Evolution was so cleaver in design and ongoing change, that “he/she” must be way 

superior to Man.  “Mr” Evolution must be supernatural. 

Not only is every animal, fish, plant, tree, bird, human and insects perfectly designed (evolved), but 

everything is in perfect balance (if Man does not mess things up).  Balance in terms of the food 

chain, balance in terms of needing each other and balance in terms of reproduction.  Insects can 

transform (via miracles) like a worm dissolving its entire body and re-forming it into a butterfly in a 

few days as opposed to “millions of years of evolution” and then if the weather is not in their favour, 

they can stay in there (with NO food and NO water) for years (not to even talk about the Cicadas), 

before coming out.  These and many other nature facts are beyond comprehension and beyond 

miracles and beyond the natural, they due to divine supernatural intervention.  

“Mr” Evolution favoured all and made sure most can survive the path that was chosen for them, 

whether they had small brains or no brains.  “Mr” Evolution also made sure different species keep 

on evolving and that all did not tried to become humans (the best path and specie to evolve into), 

else there would be no plants, no trees, no fish, no insects, no animals, Bottom Line: No food to eat 

and all Humans would either need to eat each other or die out!  Everything was perfectly planned 

and balanced by “Mr” Evolution, are we not all so lucky?   

 

All living things except a large portion of humans somehow know who “Mr” Evolution really is (Job 

12:7-10) and I wish they could communicate to many Humans, especially the “clever” scientists who 

somehow still believe “Evolution” (and “Mother Nature”) is something else!?   How come the more 

intelligent specie (Humans) seems to be less intelligent than all other species in regards to who and 

what “Mr” Evolution really is?  (I will still write another HUGE and DETAILED article covering the 

miracle wonders of Evolution and how it is totally impossible for all species to have developed to 

what they are made off today, without a divine evolutionary intervention). 
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The creator, “Mr” Evolution and Mother Nature is 3 in one, namely the same Superior Being, it is 

actually plain logic and in Matthew 6:26, Deuteronomy 11:12, Proverbs 12:10 and many more, we 

can see how God cares for his creation and why all the interventions/external help .  HE however 

gave Man dominion over his creation Genesis 1:26, but before that, HE made sure HE protected all 

(via “Evolution”) from changes to their environment and to bring a balance in nature, but Man 

seems to be messing things up, just like how man/woman messed up right in the beginning.  

God even gave man many instructions like in Deuteronomy 22:6 and Deuteronomy 25:4 in a hope 

Man would help look after HIS creation. 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy+25%3A4&version=ESV
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9) IN SUMMARY   

I can write books and books on creation (will still), but here I just covered less than 1% of amazing 

things out there and need to stop, so based on the above, you should be able to argue that: 

 Nothing with no brain (e.g. plant/tree) could have devised complex photosensitise that 

involves quantum mechanics at Nano scale millions of years ago.  Man with a superior brain 

only starting “seeing” at that Nano scale a few years ago!   

 Nothing with a small brain could “think out” or devise camouflage, poison, speed, flight and all 

the other abilities animals/insects have without the help from a Supernatural being.  Many 

have labelled all these remarkable developments and changes as “evolution”, and yes, some 

things seemed to have evolved, but only with external divine intervention. 

 Man with its more superior brain who does not even understand its own brain fully, could 

have developed to what we are today.     

 

We can therefore logically conclude: 

 For those believing in Evolution, good, you actually believe in God. 

 For those who believe in God, but not in evolution, there is fossil evidence 

to prove otherwise... (we will ask God one day how the process worked). 

 Did man evolve from a blob of cells into a fish-like thing, into a baboon 

and then into modern day man?  When ape-man had developed enough 

brains, did God decided to call him “Adam”?  Does this mean that all apes 

will go extinct one day, because all of them will eventually evolve into 

humans over time, or is “Mr” Evolution/God controlling this? 

 
 For those who believe in creation ±6 000 years ago, remember that for 

God, 1 day is like a 1 000 years and vice versa, as time is relative to God.  

God is outside his creation (our Time dimension) - 2 Peter 3:8.  So as a 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2+Peter+3%3A8&version=ESV
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matter of interest, if 1 day for God is 1 000 years and vice versa and it 

sounds if the Bible covers a period of ±6 000 years since creation, then 

that could translate into 6 000 x 365.25 average days x 1 000 years which 

would equate to 2 191 500 000 years, quite in line with beliefs that earth 

is Millions or Billions of years old…   

 Even before “life” as we know it and the magic of Evolution, miracles 

were already happening when “nothing” became “something” and matter 

and energy transformed into stars and planets with earth not only 

perfectly positioned, but also perfect in size, rotation and many more 

“miracles”(if you do not believe in miracles, then the alternative is that 

everything was perfectly planned and both belong to God!).  

So it seems as things did evolved, but via God’s “hand” (God is Spirit) and stop trying to understand 

HIS “time”, it is not like ours! 

 

“He has made everything beautiful in its time (Evolution).  Also, he has put eternity 
into man's heart, yet so that he cannot find out what God has done from the 
beginning (just before the Big Bang) to the end (what is waiting for us)” -  
Ecclesiastes 3:11 

 

 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ecclesiastes+3%3A11&version=ESV
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The below verses are important.  The first “warns” all that we should look around us at all the 
miracles of creation and when we see them, we should realise they could only come forth via 
miracle divine godly interventions.  We have no longer excuses: 

Romans 1:20: 

For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature have 
been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that 

have been made. So they are without excuse. 

For further inspiration, please read the entire Job 38, 39 and 40. 

 

Because God Created everything (which could include ongoing improvement and ability to adapt to 

change), he loves his creation  

“26 Look at the birds of the air, for they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly 

Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they?” -  Matthew 6:26-34 

He loved his creation so much that He sacrificed his Son, so that Man (who was messing up), could 

be saved. 

 “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall 

not perish but have eternal life.”  - John 3:16 

 

The real “Mr” Evolution! 

According to Google: 

miracle 
An extraordinary and welcome event that is not explicable by natural or scientific laws and is 

therefore attributed to a divine agency. 
 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans+1%3A20&version=ESV


The (real) story of Evolution     
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ANNEXURE A:  On a lighter note, a joke for the day: 

 

For those that did not “catch the above ridicules assumption”:  

So these brainless creatures (plants) could see how their neighbours are being plucked from the 

ground (by humans) and placed in bags, never to be seen again, so they could argue that this must 

be a bad thing and needed to take action!  So somehow they could communicate the same message 

to all the other plants even kilometres away, that they need to follow the same approach (not each 

doing their own thing like one doing poison, the other doing bad taste, the other doing thorns, but 

following the exact same approach!). And their joint decided approach was to somehow 

camouflage themselves to look like their environment, then plan and design appropriate colours 

from somewhere inside themselves and mixing different colours in line with their different 

environments to change just like that.  O, and then they made sure the new dull colours did not 

negatively impact their extreme complex quantum Photosynthesis process, so that they could still 

transform light energy into chemical energy.   

Yes, all the above with no brains, no eye sight, no hands to mix colours, no judgemental abilities, no 

mouths and communication skills, no co-ordination skills and our scientists believe it is them that 

did all the above!.  LOL, it can only be GOD.  I wish they would think more logically for a change and 

acknowledge GOD for a change, else they are in for a HUGE (negative?) surprise one day when they 

die!    



The (real) story of Evolution     
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WHAT A COINCIDENCE… 

  


